Clarifications about the Printers & Scanners to be purchased from Grants-in-Aid

**Printers:** You can opt for one "**HP Laserjet M3027x**" instead of HP Laserjet M4345x as done by many SWBs, so as to be within MoMA Budget earmarked for this purpose. Its price is around Rs.90,000/-. You can opt second MFP printer without fax i.e., "**HP Laserjet M3027**", which will be less around Rs.10,000/- as compared to the price of HP Laserjet M3027x.

**Scanners:** Similarly, you can opt for Two Numbers of A3 Document Size Scanners "**Epson GT 20000**" as done by many SWBs, so as to be within MoMA Budget earmarked for this purpose. Its price is around Rs.75,000/-. The requirement here is of A3 Size Document handling.